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Abstract
Branch and bound (BnB) solvers for Max-SAT count at each node of the search tree
the number of disjoint inconsistent subsets to compute the lower bound. In the last ten
years, important advances have been made regarding the lower bound computation. Unit
propagation based methods have been introduced to detect inconsistent subsets and a
resolution-like inference rules have been proposed which allow a more efficient and incremental lower bound computation. We present in this paper our solver ahmaxsat, which
uses these new methods and improves them in several ways. The main specificities of our
solver over the state of the art are: a new unit propagation scheme which considers all the
variable propagation sources; an extended set of patterns which increase the amount of
learning performed by the solver; a heuristic which modifies the order of application of the
max-resolution rule when transforming inconsistent subset; and a new inconsistent subset
treatment method which improves the lower bound estimation. All of them have been published in recent international conferences. We describe these four main components and
we give a general overview of ahmaxsat, with additional implementation details. Finally,
we present the result of the experimental study we have conducted. We first evaluate the
impact of each component on ahmaxsat performance before comparing our solver to some
of the current best performing complete Max-SAT solvers. The results obtained confirm
the ones of the Max-SAT Evaluation 2014 where ahmaxsat was ranked first in three of
the nine categories.
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1. Introduction
The Max-SAT problem consists in finding an assignment to the Boolean variables of an
input CNF formula which maximizes (minimizes) the number of satisfied (falsified) clauses.
Max-SAT is the optimization version of the well-known satisfiability (SAT) problem and it
is NP-hard [49]. Max-SAT has numerous applications in real-life domains such as routing
[60], bioinformatics [54], scheduling and planning [16, 62], etc. Many academic optimization
problems can be formulated as Max-SAT instances (Max-CSP over finite domains [21], MaxCut, Max-Clique, etc.). In the weighted version of Max-SAT, a positive weight is associated
to each clause and the goal is to maximize (minimize) the sum of the weights of the satisfied
(falsified) clauses. Two other variants exist: partial Max-SAT and weighted partial Maxc 2015 IOS Press, the SAT Association, and the authors.
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SAT. In these variants, the clauses of the instances are separated in two parts: the hard ones
and the soft ones. The solution of a (weighted) partial Max-SAT instance is an assignment
which satisfies all the hard clauses while maximizing (minimizing) the number (the sum of
the weights) of satisfied (falsified) soft clauses. Unless specified, we consider all instances
as weighted partial Max-SAT in the rest of this paper.
Several methods have been proposed to solve the Max-SAT problem. These methods can
be divided in two main categories: the complete ones, which give the optimal solution and
the incomplete ones which are generally faster but cannot prove the solution optimality.
The incomplete methods are mainly based on local search algorithms [1, 14, 24, 52, 61]
or approximation methods [23, 57]. Among the complete methods, the ones based on
iterative calls to a SAT solver [22, 28, 32, 42, 43, 44, 45, 47] are very efficient on industrial
instances. Solvers based on the reformulation in integer linear programming [7, 10] perform
particularly good on crafted partial instances. Note that hybrid solvers exist [17, 18, 19],
which combine iterative-SAT and ILP-based approaches. Finally, solvers based on a branch
and bound (BnB) algorithm outperform the other approaches on random and non-partial
crafted instances. It is worth mentioning the existence of portfolio algorithms [11].
A typical branch and bound (BnB) algorithm for Max-SAT works as follows. At each
node of the search tree, it computes the lower bound (LB) by counting the disjoint inconsistent subsets (IS) remaining in the formula. Then it compares LB to the best solution
found so far (the upper bound, UB). If LB is greater or equal to UB, then no better solution
can be found by extending the current assignment and the algorithm performs a backtrack
(it goes back to the previous node of the search tree). Otherwise, it selects an unassigned
variable and gives it a value. When all the variables have been assigned, a new best solution
is found and UB is updated. This process is repeated until the whole search tree has been
explored. In the last ten years, many work have been made on BnB solvers for Max-SAT
and especially on the lower bound estimation. New methods based on unit propagation
have been proposed to detect the disjoint inconsistent subsets [38, 39]. New inference rules
have been defined [25, 34, 40] to simplify the formula. These rules are also used to perform
a limited form of learning in the sub-part of the search tree, making the LB computation
more incremental. Among these inference rules, the max-resolution [13, 25, 34] is especially interesting since all the previously introduced inference rules can be viewed as limited
forms of max-resolution [35]. These methods have been implemented in several solvers such
as MiniMaxSat [26, 27], wmaxsatz [40, 37] or akmaxsat [33] and lead to significant
practical improvements.
In the first part of this paper, we make a review of the techniques used in the most recent
BnB solvers. Especially, we detail three of the most critical of their components: (i) the
LB computation, (ii) the branching heuristics, and (iii) the inference rules used to extend
the assignment. The second part of this paper is dedicated to our solver ahmaxsat, which
was ranked first in three of the nine categories of the Max-SAT Evaluation 2014 (MaxSAT random, Partial Max-SAT random and Max-SAT crafted) and second in a fourth
one (Weighted Partial Max-SAT random, which is composed of weighted instances and of
weighted partial ones). We describe the four main novel components included in ahmaxsat:
a new unit propagation scheme [4], extended sets of inference rules [5], a new way to
treat the IS detected during unit propagation [3], and a heuristic which makes the maxresolution rule more usable [2]. We give a general overview of our solver and give details
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on its implementation. Finally, we present the results of the experimental study we have
performed. We first show the improvements brought by each ahmaxsat new component
and we discuss their interactions. Then we compare ahmaxsat to some of the most recent
complete Max-SAT solvers on the benchmark set of the Max-SAT Evaluation 2014 and on
an extended set of generated random and crafted instances. We discuss the advantages and
weaknesses of the each solver family and we give improvement perspectives for ahmaxsat
and more generally for BnB solvers.
This paper is organized as follows. We give in Section 2 the basic definitions and
notations used in this paper. In Section 3, we describe the recent Max-SAT BnB implementations. Section 4 is dedicated to the description of our solver ahmaxsat. We give
the results of the experimental study we have performed in Section 5 before concluding in
Section 6.

2. Definitions and Notations
A weighted formula Φ in conjunctive normal form (CNF) defined on a set of n propositional
variables X = {x1 , . . . , xn } is a conjunction of weighted clauses. A weighted clause cj is a
weighted disjunction of literals and a literal l is a variable xi or its negation xi . Alternatively,
a weighted formula can be represented as a multiset of weighted clauses Φ = {c1 , . . . , cm }
and a weighted clause as a tuple cj = ({lj1 , . . . , ljk }, wj ) with {lj1 , . . . , ljk } a set of literals
and wj > 0 the clause weight. The minimum value for the weight of the hard clauses is the
sum of the weights of the soft clauses plus one. Note that the weighted partial Max-SAT
formalism can be used to represent any other of the Max-SAT variants. In non-partial
instances, there is no hard clause while in unweighted instances all the weights of the soft
clauses are set to 1. We denote the number of clauses of Φ by |Φ| and the number of literals
of cj by |cj |.
An assignment can be represented as a set I of literals which cannot contain both a
literal and its negation. If xi is assigned to true (resp. f alse) then xi ∈ I (resp. xi ∈ I).
I is a complete assignment if |I| = n and it is partial otherwise. A literal l is said to
be satisfied by an assignment I if l ∈ I and falsified if l ∈ I. A variable which does
not appear either positively or negatively in I is unassigned. A clause is satisfied by I
if at least one of its literals is satisfied, and it is falsified if all its literals are falsified.
By convention, an empty clause (denoted by ) is always falsified. A subset ψ of Φ is
inconsistent if there is no assignment which satisfies all its clauses. For a unit assignment
I = {l}, we denote by Φ|I the formula obtained by applying I on Φ. Formally, Φ|I =
{cj | cj ∈ Φ, {l, l} ∩ cj = ∅} ∪ {cj /{l} | cj ∈ Φ, l ∈ cj }. This notation can be extended to
any assignment I = {l1 , l2 , . . . , lk } as follows: Φ|I = (. . . ((Φ|{l1 } )|{l2 } ) . . . |{lk } ). Solving the
weighted partial Max-SAT problem consists in finding a complete assignment which satisfies
all the hard clauses and which maximizes (minimizes) the sum of the weights of the satisfied
(falsified) soft clauses of Φ. Two formulas are equivalent for (weighted) Max-SAT iff they
have the same number (sum of weights) of falsified clauses for each partial assignment.
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3. State of the Art of Branch and Bound Solvers
A typical branch and bound solver for Max-SAT works as follows (Algorithm 1). It starts
by initializing the best solution found so far, the upper bound (U B), to the worst possible
value: the sum of the weights of the soft clauses (line 2). Then it explores the space of the
possible solutions by constructing a search tree. At each node of this search tree, it first tries
to extend the current assignment by applying inference rules (line 6). Then, it computes
the lower bound (LB) which is the sum of the weights of the clauses falsified by the current
partial assignment I plus an under-estimation of the sum of the clauses which will become
falsified if we extend the current assignment (line 7). If LB ≥ U B, then no better solution
can be found by extending the current assignment and the algorithm performs a backtrack
(line 8). It undoes the previously made decisions until finding an unexplored branch of the
search tree. If the current assignment is complete (i.e. a value is given to all the variables),
then a new better solution is found and the algorithm updates the U B before backtracking
(lines 9-12). Otherwise, it selects an unassigned variable according to a branching heuristic
and it gives it a value (line 14-15). These steps are repeated until the whole search space
has been explored.
Algorithm 1: A typical BnB algorithm for Max-SAT
Data: A CNF formula Φ with n the number of variables of Φ.
Result: (U B, IU B ) with U B the best solution found and IU B the corresponding assignment.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

begin
P
U B ← cj ∈Φ wj ;
IU B ← ∅;
I ← ∅;
repeat
I ←assignment
extension(Φ,I);
P
LB ←
cj =∈Φ|I wj + count remaining conflicts(Φ|I );
if LB ≥ U B then backtrack();
else if |I| =
Pn then
U B ← cj =∈Φ|I wj ;
IU B ← I;
backtrack();
else
l ←select new decision();
I ← I ∪ {l};
until |I| > 0;
return (U B, IU B )

In the rest of this paper, we consider that at each node of the search tree the initial
formula Φ is simplified by the current partial assignment I. Thus, the term formula will
now refer to Φ|I and we will use the term initial formula or original formula to refer to Φ. It
implies that other definitions such as unit clause or inconsistent subset must be considered
in the simplified formula Φ|I and not in the original one Φ.
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The efficiency of Max-SAT BnB solvers depends mainly on two parameters: (1) the
number of nodes of the search tree they explore (thus their capability to prune the search
tree) and (2) the time they spent on each node. The amount of pruning performed depends
on the quality of the upper and lower bounds. We consider that UB is of good quality if its
value is close to the optimum of the instances. Similarly, at a given node of the search tree,
we consider that LB is of good quality if its value is close to the best solution reachable in the
current branch of the search tree. Three components have an impact on the UB and LB qualities: the branching heuristic (function select new decision), the inference rules used to
extend the current assignment (function assignment extension) and the under-estimation
of the clauses which will become falsified (function count remaining conflicts). In the
rest of this section, we give an overview of the techniques used in these components.

3.1 Branching Heuristic
The branching heuristic in BnB Max-SAT solvers has multiple goals which are not necessarily compatible. On the one hand, to get a good quality upper bound, solvers must
choose the assignments which satisfy as many clauses as possible. On the other hand, to
get high lower bound values in the early nodes of the search tree solvers should choose the
assignments which falsify as much clauses as possible. These assignments should also allow
a good estimation of the remaining inconsistencies (thus they should create unit and binary
clauses to empower unit propagation). Since both polarities will likely be explored for each
chosen variable, solvers should choose the “balanced” variables first, i.e. variables which
are likely to give good LB value for both polarities.
The first branching heuristics dedicated to Max-SAT solvers [8, 31, 59] were variants
of the SAT branching heuristics MOMS [50] or Jeroslow-Wang (JW) [29, 30]. The main
difference of these heuristics over their SAT original versions is that the importance of
the unit clauses is reduced while the one of the binary clauses is increased. That way,
the heuristics favor the creation of new unit clauses which allow a better LB estimation.
However, these rules focus on satisfying clauses rather than falsifying them. Each literal
has a score which only depends on the clauses in which it appears. There is no mechanism
to ensure a balance between the polarities of the chosen variables.
Recent BnB solvers use more sophisticated branching heuristics. For instance, wmaxsatz gives a score to each literal based on its occurrence in the clauses and then chooses the
variable which maximizes the multiplication of its literal scores plus their sum. It aims at
obtaining high LB values in the higher nodes of the search tree while keeping its branches
balanced. The branching heuristic of akmaxsat is similar, except it takes into consideration the participation of the literals in the inconsistent subsets (IS) detected during the LB
computation.
It is worth noticing that to the best of our knowledge only one branching heuristic makes
a special treatment for hard clauses. MiniMaxSat applies the VSIDS heuristic [46] as long
as there are hard clauses. When there are no hard clauses, it uses a weighted variant of the
Jeroslow-Wang heuristic [25].
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3.2 Extending the Current Assignment
At each node of the search tree, BnB solvers use inference rules to extend the assignment.
This component is critical for the solvers efficiency since it allows to prune the search tree
by fixing the value of some variables. The higher in the search tree and the more the
variables value can be fixed, the less the number of explored nodes is. Recent solvers use
three inference rules for this purpose.
Hard Unit Propagation Unit propagation (UP) is a powerful inference rule used in SAT
complete solvers [20, 46]. It consists in iteratively fixing to true the literals which appear in
unit clauses. This rule however cannot be applied in the Max-SAT context since it can lead
to non-optimal solution [38]. However, when the weight of a unit clause is greater than the
difference between UB and LB, falsifying the literal of this clause will necessarily lead to a
solution worst than the best one found so far. Thus, solvers can safely satisfy this literal.
We call this inference rules hard unit propagation (HUP).
Dominating Unit Clause Another inference rule for SAT which can be used in the
Max-SAT context is the dominating unit clause rule (DUC) [46]. If the sum of the weights
of the unit clauses containing a literal li is greater or equal to the sum of the weights of
the clauses which contain li , then satisfying li will necessarily lead to a better solution than
falsifying it.
Pure Literal The last inference rule used to extend the assignment by BnB Max-SAT
solvers is the pure literal rule (PL) [48]. If a variable appears only positively (negatively)
in the formula, then it can be fixed to true (false) without falsifying any clause.
3.3 Lower Bound Computation
At each node of the search tree, BnB solvers calculate the lower bound (LB) which is
an under-estimation of the sum of the weights of the clauses which will be falsified if we
extend the current partial assignment. This component is critical in two ways. Firstly, it is
applied very often and its computing time has an important impact on a solver’s efficiency.
Secondly, its quality determines the number of explored nodes. Thus, a trade-off must be
made between the time spent to compute it and its quality.
The simplest way to compute the lower bound consists in counting the sum of the weights
of the clauses falsified by the current assignment. In addition, several methods have been
proposed to increase LB accuracy by detecting or approximating the disjoint inconsistent
subsets (IS) present in the formula under the current partial assignment. The first LB
computation method was the inconsistency count due to Wallace and Freuder [58] which
counts the number of disjoint IS of the form {{li }, {li }}. Shen and Zhang have improved
this first method in LB4 [51] by using linear resolution to generate more unit clauses before
applying inconsistency count. Alisnet et al. used the star rule [48] to capture disjoint IS of
the form {{l1 }, . . . , {lk }, {l1 , . . . , lk }} [9]. Approximations have also been used to compute
a fast lower bound, using integer programming [59] or semi-definite programming [23].
More recently, Li et al. have shown [38, 39] how unit propagation based methods can
be used to detect IS. Once detected, they are transformed to ensure their disjointness. We
present the existing IS detection and treatment methods in the remaining of this section.
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3.3.1 UP-based Detection of the Inconsistent Subsets
Unit propagation (UP) consists in iteratively satisfying the literals which appear in unit
clauses until a conflict is found (an empty clause) or no more unit clauses remain. When a
conflict is found, the clauses which have led to it by propagation form an IS of the formula
(under the current partial assignment).
The propagation steps can be represented by an implication graph G = (V, A) which is
a directed acyclic graph where the nodes V are the propagated literals and each arrow of
A is tagged with the clause causing the propagation [41].
Simulated Unit Propagation Li et al. have proposed a new LB computation method
based on unit propagation [38]. At each node of the search tree, they apply UP on the
formula. When a conflict is detected, they analyze the implication graph to build the
corresponding IS and apply a treatment (the existing treatments are described below) on it
to ensure that it will not be counted more than once. This process is repeated until no more
unit clauses remain. Since UP is not sound for Max-SAT (it can lead to non-optimal solution
[38]) the propagated variables are unassigned at the end of the lower bound estimation. This
method is called simulated unit propagation (SUP) to differentiate it from the classical UP
usage.
Each soft clause of the formula can only participate in one IS. Thus, the smaller the
IS are, the more SUP will be able to detect other IS. Based on this observation, Li et al.
have introduced two SUP variants: SUPS and SUP∗ [39]. The first one uses a stack instead
of a queue to store the unit clauses so the last unit clause inserted is the first one used
for propagation. The second one uses two different queues, one for the “real” unit clauses
(which does not depend on the simulated propagation steps) and one for the “simulated”
unit clauses (which contains literals falsified by the simulated propagation steps). Empirical
results suggest that SUP∗ performs better than the two other variants [39].
Example 1. Let us consider the (unweighted and non-partial) CNF formula Φ1 = {c1 , . . . ,
c10 } with c1 = {x1 }, c2 = {x1 , x2 }, c3 = {x1 , x2 , x3 }, c4 = {x2 , x4 }, c5 = {x5 }, c6 = {x5 , x2 },
c7 = {x6 }, c8 = {x6 , x7 }, c9 = {x6 , x3 } and c10 = {x6 , x7 , x3 }. The application of SUP∗ on
Φ1 leads to the sequence of propagations hx1 @c1 , x2 @c2 , . . . , x5 @c5 , x6 @c7 , x7 @c8 i (meaning
that x1 is propagated by clause c1 , then x2 by c2 , etc.). The clause c10 is empty. Fig. 1
shows the corresponding implication graph. The set of clauses ψ = {c1 , c2 , c3 , c7 , c8 , c10 }
which have led by propagation to the conflict (i.e. to the empty clause c10 ) is an IS of Φ1 .
Failed Literals The second UP-based method to detect IS, the failed literals technique
(FL) [39], is due to Li et al. Let us consider a formula Φ and a partial assignment I. At
each node of the search tree and for each unassigned variable xi such as I ∩ {xi , xi } = ∅,
FL applies SUP to Φ|I∪{xi } then to Φ|I∪{xi } . If two IS ψ and ψ 0 are detected in Φ|I∪{xi }
and Φ|I∪{xi } respectively, then ψ ∪ ψ 0 is an IS in Φ|I . FL is generally applied when no
more conflict can be reached by SUP. Since FL can be very time consuming, its application
is generally restricted to variables which appears both positively and negatively in binary
clauses.
This technique has been further refined by Kügel [33] by merging SUP and FL into one
single method called generalized unit propagation (GUP). The main idea behind GUP is to
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Figure 1: Implication graph of the formula Φ1 from Example 1. Nodes are the propagated
literals and arrows are labeled with the clauses causing the propagations.

reuse the previously detected failed literals. If one IS ψ1 is detected in Φ|I∪{xi } , we know
that xi must be set to false to avoid a clause of ψ1 from being falsified. If no IS is detected
in Φ|I∪{xi } , we can still use ψ1 and continue applying FL in the formula Φ|I∪{xi } .
3.3.2 Transforming Inconsistent Subsets
We give below the existing treatments applied on the clauses of the IS (IS) detected by SUP
or FL.
Inconsistent Subset Removal (ISR) A simple way to avoid detecting the same IS
several times is to remove its clauses and add an empty clause to the formula. Such operation
has the advantages of being fast and it does not increase the size of the formula. Since
the removed clauses are restored before the next decision, ISR does not impact the LB
estimation in the current sub-tree. However, the formula resulting from the ISR application
is not equivalent to the original one and may contain fewer inconsistencies. Indeed, IS
clauses are removed without considering their interaction with the rest of the formula.
Thus, the quality of the lower bound estimation can be deteriorated and the number of
decisions made by a BnB solver increased.
Max-resolution Rule An alternative way to avoid the re-detection of the same conflicts
is to use the max-resolution rule [13, 25, 34], which is the Max-SAT version of the SAT
resolution. It is defined as follows (on top the original formula and at the bottom the
formula after the transformation):
ci = {x, y1 , . . . , ys }, cj = {x, z1 , . . . , zt }
cr = {y1 , . . . , ys , z1 , . . . , zt }, cc1 , . . . , cct , cct+1 , . . . , cct+s
with:
cc1 = {x, y1 , . . . , ys , z 1 , z2 , . . . , zt }

cct+1 = {x, z1 , . . . , zt , y 1 , y2 , . . . , ys }

cc2 = {x, y1 , . . . , ys , z 2 , . . . , zt }
..
.

cct+2 = {x, z1 , . . . , zt , y 2 , . . . , ys }
..
.

cct = {x, y1 , . . . , ys , z t }

cct+s = {x, z1 , . . . , zt , y s }

Where ci and cj are the original clauses, cr the resolvent and cc1 , . . . , cct+s the compensation clauses added to preserve the number of falsified clauses (keep formula’s equivalency).
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One should note that ci and cj are removed after max-resolution. This definition can
be extended to weighted formulas as follows: if m is the minimum weight of the original
clauses, m is subtracted from the weight of ci and cj and each produced clause (resolvent
and compensation ones) takes the weight m.
An IS can be transformed by applying several max-resolution steps between its clauses.
These steps are generally applied in reverse propagation order. This process is close to the
clause learning mechanism used in modern SAT solvers [41].
The max-resolution is sound but has some disadvantages. Indeed, its application is more
time-consuming than the IS removal. Moreover, it increases the number and the size of the
clauses and it can push back the detection of inconsistencies in lower nodes of the search
tree by removing clauses which could have been used later for propagation.
Example 2. Let us consider again the formula Φ1 = {c1 , . . . , c10 } from Example 1. We
have seen that the IS ψ = {c1 , c2 , c3 , c7 , c8 , c10 } can be detected by applying SUP∗ . The
transformation of ψ by max-resolution can be done as follows. First, max-resolution is
applied between c8 and c10 around the propagated variable x7 . It produces an intermediary
resolvent c11 = {x6 , x3 } and the compensation clause c12 = {x6 , x7 , x3 }. Then, maxresolution is applied between c11 and c7 around the propagated variable x6 and so forth.
The max-resolution steps applied on ψ are shown in Fig. 2 with the compensation clauses
in boxes. The original clauses c1 , c2 , c3 , c7 , c8 , c10 are removed from the formula and besides
the compensation clauses c12 , c14 , c16 , c17 , the resolvent c19 =  is added to the formula.
The intermediary resolvents c11 , c13 , c15 , c18 are consumed by the max-resolution steps. We
obtain the formula Φ0 = {, c4 , c5 , c6 , c9 , c12 , c14 , c16 , c17 } with c12 = {x6 , x7 , x3 }, c14 =
{x6 , x3 }, c16 = {x3 , x1 , x2 } and c17 = {x3 , x2 }.

c10 = {x6 , x7 , x3 }

c8 = {x6 , x7 }

x7
c11 = {x6 , x3 }

c12 = {x6 , x7 , x3 }
c7 = {x6 }

x6
c13 = {x3 }

c14 = {x6 , x3 }
c3 = {x1 , x2 , x3 }

x3

c16 = {x3 , x1 , x2 } , c17 = {x3 , x2 }

c15 = {x1 , x2 }
x2

c2 = {x1 , x2 }

c18 = {x1 }
x1

c1 = {x1 }

c19 = 

Figure 2: Max-SAT resolution steps applied on the IS ψ in Example 2.

Existing Implementations Recent Max-SAT solvers (e.g. wmaxsatz [36, 39, 40], akmaxsat [33]) apply SUP and FL at each node of the search tree and build an IS for each
detected conflict. If the IS corresponds to some patterns (see below), then they apply the
max-resolution rule and keep the modifications in the sub-tree. Otherwise, they temporarily
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remove all the clauses of the IS from the formula for the duration of the LB estimation. We
refer to these two treatments as respectively sub-tree max-resolution and temporary removal
in the rest of this paper. The main patterns are (with on top the clauses of the original
formula and on bottom the clauses obtained after transformation):
(P 1)

{{x1 , x2 }, {x1 , x2 }}
{{x1 , x2 }, {x1 , x3 }, {x2 , x3 }}
, (P 2)
,
{{x1 }}
{{x1 }, {x1 , x2 , x3 }, {x1 , x2 , x3 }}
(P 3)

{{x1 }, {x1 , x2 }, {x2 , x3 }, . . . , {xk−1 , xk }, {xk }}
{, {x1 , x2 }, {x2 , x3 }, . . . , {xk−1 , xk }}.

Note that the number of clauses added is smaller than or equal to the number of original
clauses removed. Consequently, the size of the formula does not grow. Moreover, the sizes of
the IS corresponding to the patterns are small, and it is less likely that they will hamper the
detection of other IS in the sub-part of the search tree. It should be noted that the clauses
of an IS are not necessarily all treated by the same method. A part can be transformed by
sub-tree max-resolution while the other part is simply removed temporarily.
For the sake of completeness, we also describe the treatment applied on IS by MiniMaxSat [26, 27], which is to the best of our knowledge the only solver which makes a more
extensive use of the max-resolution rule. MiniMaxSat detects conflicts by SUP, then it
applies sub-tree max-resolution to the IS if at each max-resolution step the resolvent contains less than 4 literals. Otherwise, it temporarily removes the clauses of the IS. As do
the aforementioned solvers, MiniMaxSat performs also a limited form of learning in the
sub-tree while avoiding or limiting the impact of the max-resolution drawbacks. But rather
than specifying a list of patterns, it uses a more general criterion based on the size of the
intermediary resolvents. This criterion is less restrictive, i.e. MiniMaxSat makes more
learning, but it controls less efficiently the drawbacks cited above.

4. Our BnB Max-SAT Solver: ahmaxsat
We describe in this section our solver ahmaxsat. We first present the four main novel
components that it includes: a new unit propagation scheme [4], a heuristic which improves
the order of application of the max-resolution steps on IS [2], new sets of patterns to extend
the amount of learning performed by the solver [5], and a new transformation method for
the parts of the IS which do not match the pattern (IS transformations which are not kept
in the sub-part of the search tree) [3]. Then we give an overview of ahmaxsat with an
emphasis on its lower bound computation function, its branching heuristic, and the inference
rules used to extend the current assignment.
4.1 Handling All Variable Propagation Sources
Multiple Propagation Source Scheme To the best of our knowledge, all the existing
implementations of unit propagation (for SAT or Max-SAT) use the first propagation source
(FPS) scheme: they only consider the first unit clause causing the propagation of the
variables (the first propagation source). The next propagation sources encountered are
satisfied by the already propagated variables and thus they are simply ignored. When a
propagation is undone in this scheme, all the propagations made afterwards must also be
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undone to ensure that the previously ignored propagation sources will now be considered.
This is satisfactory in the SAT context where the propagations are undone only during the
backtracking process (thus in reverse chronological order). In the Max-SAT context, clauses
can be removed from the formula during the IS treatment. In such a situation, propagations
made afterward must be undone even if they are still valid (i.e. they still have a propagation
source). Thus many unnecessary un-propagations and re-propagations may be performed.
The following example illustrates this behavior.
Example 3. Let us consider the formula Φ1 from Example 1. We have seen that the application of SUP∗ on Φ1 leads to the sequence of propagations hx1 @c1 , x2 @c2 , . . . , x5 @c5 , x6 @c7 ,
x7 @c8 i. The clause c10 is empty and we can compute the inconsistent subset (IS) ψ =
{c1 , c2 , c3 , c7 , c8 , c10 } by analyzing the implication graph. One can note that the clauses c6
and c9 , which are predecessors (but not the first ones) of respectively x2 and x3 are neither
considered nor represented in the implication graph (see Figure 1).
If the clauses of ψ are removed from the formula, we obtain Φ01 = {c4 , . . . , c6 , c9 }. All the
propagations caused by the clauses of ψ must be undone. The less recent ones is x1 @c1 and
since the propagations are undone in reverse chronological order in FPS, all the propagations
are undone. Thereafter, application of SUP∗ on Φ01 leads to the sequence of propagation
hx5 @c5 , x2 @c6 , x4 @c4 i. Note that these three variables have been consecutively unassigned
and reassigned.
To overcome this limitation of the FPS scheme, we have proposed a new scheme called
multiple propagation source (MPS) scheme [4]. In this scheme, all the propagation sources
of each variable are stored rather than only the first one. Propagated variables are undone
only when they have no more propagation source. This way, propagations can be undone
in a non-chronological order and fewer unnecessary propagation steps are performed. The
propagation steps performed in the MPS scheme can be modeled by a full implication graph
[4] which is a AND/OR directed graph where the AND nodes are the clauses causing the
propagation and the OR nodes the propagated variables. Note that such scheme has been
only considered from a theoretical point of view [56] and in a very limited way for improving
the backjump level [12] of Conflict Driven Clause Learning SAT solvers [41]. The following
example illustrates the MPS scheme behavior.
Example 4. Let us consider again the formula Φ1 from Example 1. The application
of SUP∗ with MPS leads to the same six first propagation steps done in Example 3:
hx1 @c1 , x2 @c2 , . . . , x5 @c5 , x6 @c7 i. At this point, the variable x7 has two propagation sources of opposite polarities, c8 and c10 , which cannot be both satisfied. Fig. 3 shows the full
implication graph obtained in a MPS based solver. One can note that the second propagation source of x2 and x3 (respectively c6 and c9 ) are represented in the full implication
graph. As in the previous example, we can build the IS ψ = {c1 , c2 , c3 , c7 , c8 , c10 } by taking
the first propagation source of each propagated variable which have led to the conflict. If
ψ is removed from the formula, the variables x1 , x3 , x6 and x7 have no more propagation
source and must be unset. Note that x2 , x4 and x5 remain propagated since they all have
still at least one propagation source.
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Figure 3: Full implication graph of the formula Φ1 from Example 4. The circled nodes are
the propagated variables while the uncircled nodes are unit clauses. Note that contrary to
the implication graph of Fig. 1, the predecessors c6 of x2 and c9 of x3 are represented.

Reducing the Inconsistent Subset Sizes The MPS scheme has other advantages. It
gives information on the structure of the instances which are not available in the FPS
scheme. ahmaxsat uses this information to influence the characteristics of the IS it builds.
When FPS based solvers find a conflict (an empty clause), they build an IS by analyzing
the sequence of propagation steps which have led to the conflict. For each propagated
variable of this sequence, its propagation source is added to the IS. Since only the first
propagation source of each propagated variable is known, only one IS can be built.
To the contrary, MPS based solvers can choose for each propagated variable which has
led to a conflict the propagation source they add to the IS. Thus MPS based solvers can
influence the structure of the generated IS. We have proposed a simple heuristic to select
the propagation source added to the IS [4]. The aim of this heuristic is to reduce the size
of the IS produced to let more clauses available for later unit propagation steps. It may
improve the estimation of the lower bound and thus reduce the number of explored nodes of
the search tree. The heuristic works as follows. For each propagated variable participating
in the conflict (taken in reverse propagation order), it selects the propagation source which
contains the less new variables. We refer to this method as the smaller inconsistent subsets
(SIS) heuristic in the rest of this paper.
ahmaxsat uses the MPS scheme. Each variable keeps two statically allocated lists for
its positive and negative propagation sources. When a clause cj becomes unit, ahmaxsat
identifies the propagated variable xi (the only unassigned variable of cj ) and adds it to the
appropriate propagation source list of xi . Propagated variables are unset only when they
have no more propagation source.
The MPS scheme does not change the overall time complexity of our algorithm. Since
there cannot be more propagation sources than the number of clauses of the instance,
the worst case time complexity of the IS computation mechanisms (unit propagation, IS
building and transformation) remains unchanged. In practice however more clauses will
be examined during the unit propagation process and when building the IS. Moreover, the
underlying data structures must be adapted to support this new propagation scheme.
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4.2 Reducing the Number and the Sizes of the Compensation Clauses
We have seen in Section 3 how IS can be transformed thanks to Max-SAT resolution. When
a conflict (an empty clause) is detected by SUP, an IS is built by analyzing the implication
graph. This IS is then transformed by applying several max-resolution steps on its clauses.
Since max-resolution can be applied on a literal only when it reduces one single clause
of the IS (or when all the clauses it reduces have been merged into a single intermediary
resolvent), the max-resolution steps are usually applied in reverse propagation order. These
transformations produce compensation clauses, and thus the size of the formula can grow
quickly.
We have observed that the number and the sizes of the compensation clauses added
depend on the order in which the Max-SAT resolution steps are performed. Especially, we
have shown that for two adjacent variables in an implication graph, applying max-resolution
first around the one producing the smallest intermediary resolvent always produces less compensation clauses and of smaller size [2]. Based on this observation, we have implemented
in ahmaxsat a simple heuristic to choose the order of application of the max-resolution
steps. This heuristic works as follows. Let us consider an implication graph G = (V, A).
Firstly, the algorithm computes the scores of the variables of V according to the following
definition:

size of the intermediary resolvent
if xi reduces a single clause ck
score(xi ) =
∞
if xi reduces more than one clause
Then, it selects the variable of V of the smallest score and it applies Max-SAT resolution
between its predecessor and successor. It updates the implication graph G by replacing the
consumed clauses by the intermediary resolvent produced (duplicated arcs are removed)
and it updates the scores of the variables. This process is repeated until the implication
graph contains no more variable. The last resolvent produced is added to the formula. We
refer to this method as the smallest intermediary resolvent (SIR) heuristic in the rest of this
paper. It should be noted that this heuristic is not necessarily optimal and, for a given IS,
it may exist sequences of application of the max-resolution steps which reduce further the
number and sizes of the compensation clauses produced. Nevertheless, experimental results
[2] shows that the SIR heuristic reduces significantly both these values. The following
example illustrates how this method works.
Example 5. Let us consider a formula Φ2 = {c1 , c2 , . . . , c6 } defined on a set of Boolean
variables {x1 , . . . , x5 } with c1 = {x1 }, c2 = {x2 }, c3 = {x2 , x3 }, c4 = {x2 , x4 }, c5 =
{x1 , x3 , x5 } and c6 = {x4 , x5 }. The application of unit propagation on Φ2 leads to the
assignments hx1 @c1 , x2 @c2 , . . . , x5 @c5 i (meaning that x1 is propagated by clause c1 , then
x2 by c2 , etc.). The clause c6 is falsified and ψ = {c1 , c2 , . . . , c6 } is an IS of Φ2 . Fig. 4 shows
the corresponding implication graph. In this example, the intermediary resolvent and the
updated implication graph obtained after a sequence of max-resolution steps hxi1 , . . . , xik i
are denoted respectively crhxi1 ,...,xi i and Ghxi1 ,...,xi i .
k
k
a) Classical transformation by max-resolution: The max-resolution steps are typically applied around the literals of the implication graph in reverse propagation order. Thus,
max-resolution is applied first between c6 and c5 . It produces an intermediary resolvent
crhx1 i = {x1 , x3 , x4 } and three compensation clauses cc1 = {x1 , x3 , x4 , x5 }, cc2 = {x3 , x4 , x5 }
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Figure 4: Implication graph for the formula Φ2 from Example 5.

and cc3 = {x1 , x3 , x4 , x5 }. Then it is applied between crhx1 i and c4 and so forth. Fig. 5 shows
the max-resolution steps applied on the formula, with the compensation clauses in boxes.
The original clauses c1 , . . . , c6 are removed from the formula and besides the compensation
clauses cc1 , . . . , cc8 , the resolvent crhx1 ,...,x5 i =  is added to the formula. The intermediary
resolvents crhx1 i , . . . , crhx1 ,...,x4 i are consumed by the Max-SAT resolution steps. We obtain
the formula Φ02 = {, cc1 , . . . , cc8 }. Note that Φ02 contains, besides the empty clause , one
clause of size two, three clauses of size three and four clauses of size four.
c6 = {x4 , x5 }

c5 = {x1 , x3 , x5 }
cc1 = {x1 , x3 , x4 , x5 } , cc2 = {x3 , x4 , x5 }
cc3 = {x1 , x3 , x4 , x5 }

x5
crhx1 i = {x1 , x3 , x4 }

c4 = {x2 , x4 }
cc4 = {x1 , x2 , x3 , x4 }
cc5 = {x1 , x2 , x3 , x4 } , cc6 = {x2 , x3 , x4 }

x4
crhx1 ,x2 i = {x1 , x2 , x3 }

c3 = {x2 , x3 }

x3
crhx1 ,...,x3 i = {x1 , x2 }

cc7 = {x1 , x2 , x3 }
c2 = {x2 }

x2
crhx1 ,...,x4 i = {x1 }

cc8 = {x1 , x2 }
c1 = {x1 }

x1
crhx1 ,...,x5 i = 

Figure 5: Max-SAT resolution steps applied on the formula Φ2 in Example 5a.

b) Transformation by max-resolution with the SIR heuristic: If we use the SIR heuristic to
transform ψ, a score is given to each literal of G. Fig. 6a shows the implication graph G
with in brackets the literal’s scores.
Initially, there are two variables with the lowest score 2, x1 and x4 . The algorithm applies
Max-SAT resolution between the predecessor of x1 , c1 , and its successor c5 . It produces
the intermediary resolvent crhx1 i = {x3 , x5 }, then it removes x1 from the implication graph,
it replaces the tag c5 of the arc (x3 , x5 ) by crhx1 i and it updates the scores of x3 and
x5 . Fig. 6b shows the modified implication graph, with in bold the replaced arcs and the
updated scores.
Then, it takes the next variable of score 2, x4 , and it applies Max-SAT resolution
between its predecessor and successor (c4 and c6 respectively). It updates the implication
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Figure 6: Evolution of the implication graph during the transformation of the formula Φ2
of Example 5b.

c1 = {x1 }

c5 = {x1 , x3 , x5 }
cc1 = {x1 , x3 , x5 }
cc2 = {x1 , x5 }

x1
crhx1 i = {x3 , x5 }

c4 = {x2 , x4 }
x4

c6 = {x4 , x5 }
cc3 = {x2 , x4 , x5 }
cc4 = {x2 , x4 , x5 }

crhx1 ,x4 i = {x2 , x5 }
x5
c3 = {x2 , x3 }

crhx1 ,x4 ,x5 i = {x2 , x3 }

c2 = {x2 }

crhx1 ,x4 ,x5 ,x3 i = {x2 }

cc5 = {x2 , x3 , x5 }
cc6 = {x2 , x3 , x5 }

x3
x2
crhx1 ,x4 ,x5 ,x3 ,x2 i = 

Figure 7: Max-SAT resolution steps applied on the formula Φ2 in Example 5b.

graph and the variable scores (Fig. 6c). It applies the same treatment on x5 (Fig. 6d)
then x3 (Fig. 6e). At this point, the two successors of x2 have been merged and Max-SAT
resolution can be applied between its predecessor c2 and its new successor, the intermediary
resolvent crhx1 ,x4 ,x5 ,x3 i . This last resolution step produces an empty clause and, after its
updating, the implication graph does not contain any more variable (Fig. 6f). Fig. 7 shows
the max-resolution steps applied on the clauses of ψ.
We obtain the transformed formula Φ002 = {, cc1 , . . . , cc6 } which contains, besides the
empty clause , six clauses (five of size three and one of size two). There are two clauses
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less than with the classical order of application of the max-resolution steps and the clause
sizes are smaller. It is also interesting to observe that the max-resolution steps are no longer
applied in a topological order of the unit propagation steps.
4.3 Increased Learning
We have seen that the most recent BnB solvers apply a limited form of learning in the
sub-part of the search tree on the parts of the IS which match some patterns. Two of these
patterns (P 1 and P 2) produce, after transformation by max-resolution, a unit resolvent
clause. The goal of memorizing such transformations is twofold. On the one hand, it
reduces the number of redundant propagations and on the other hand, it may empower the
detection of inconsistencies in lower nodes of the search tree since more unit clauses are
available for applying unit propagation.
We have proposed to extend the amount of learning performed by BnB solvers by considering more patterns which produce unit resolvent clauses when transformed by maxresolution [5]. These patterns can be formally defined as follows.
Definition 1 (Unit Clause Subset (UCS)). Let Φ be a CNF formula. A unit clause subset
(UCS) is a set {ci1 , . . . , cil } ⊂ Φ with ∀j ∈ {1, . . . , l}, |cij | > 1 such that there exists
an order of application of l − 1 max-resolution steps on ci1 , . . . , cil which produces a unit
resolvent clause. We denote the set of the UCS’s patterns of size k by k-UCS.
Example 6. Below the patterns of the 3-UCS set:
{{x1 , x2 }, {x1 , x3 }, {x2 , x3 }}
,
{{x1 }, {x1 , x2 , x3 }, {x1 , x2 , x3 }}
{{x1 , x2 }, {x1 , x3 }, {x1 , x2 , x3 }}
,
(P 5)
{{x1 }, {x1 , x2 , x3 }}
(P 2)

{{x1 , x2 }, {x2 , x3 }, {x1 , x2 , x3 }}
,
{{x1 }, {x1 , x2 , x3 }}
{{x1 , x2 }, {x1 , x2 , x3 }, {x1 , x2 , x3 }}
(P 6)
{{x1 }}
(P 4)

Since one of the goals of memorizing transformations which produce unit resolvent
clauses is to increase the number of assignments made by unit propagation (SUP or FL), we
do not consider the subsets of clauses which contain unit clauses. In the best case (if they
contain only one unit clause), the transformation of such subsets lets the number of unit
clauses of the formula unchanged. In the worst case (if they contain more than one unit
clause), the transformed formula contains less unit clauses than the original one. Thus, the
number of assignments made by unit propagation and consequently the number of detected
IS may be reduced. We also make a distinction between the patterns of the k-UCS sets
depending on the size of their clauses. We denote k b -UCS the subset of k-UCS composed
of the patterns which contain only binary clauses and k t -UCS the subset composed of the
patterns which contain at least one ternary clause. It should be noted that the patterns
(P 1) and (P 2) presented in Section 3.3.2 belong respectively to the sets 2-UCS and 3b -UCS.
We have shown empirically that our solver ahmaxsat obtains better performance while
memorizing the 2-3t -4t -5t -UCS patterns (i.e. 2-UCS ∪ 3t -UCS ∪ 4t -UCS ∪ 5t -UCS) [5].
The k-UCS patterns are detectable by analyzing the implication graph. Indeed, the
clauses which are between the conflict and the first unit implication point (FUIP) [41]
produce a unit resolvent clause if they transformed by max-resolution. This analysis can be
done as follows. The falsified literals of the falsified clause are added to a queue Q. At each
step, the most recently propagated literal is removed from Q and the falsified literals of its
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propagation source are added to Q. The FUIP is found when Q contains only one literal.
Solvers simply have to count the number and the sizes of clauses between the conflict and
the FUIP (the falsified clause and the propagation sources encountered during the analysis)
to know if they are in presence of a valid UCS. This does not change the complexity of the
conflict analysis procedure and the computational overhead is negligible.
4.4 Local Max-Resolution
When they detect an IS, recent BnB solvers apply two kind of treatments depending on
the structure of the IS: a max-resolution based transformation or the IS removal (ISR).
The first technique keeps the formula equivalency but has some drawbacks: the size of the
formula grows and it may reduce the capability to detect IS in the lower nodes of the search
tree. The existing solvers use this transformation method to perform learning by keeping
the changes in the sub-part of the search tree. To limit the impact of the drawbacks cited
above, it is only applied in very specific cases. The other treatment method does not keep
the formula equivalency. It is only used to ensure that each detected IS is counted only
once during the LB computation. The changes induced by this method are only kept for
the duration of the LB estimation (i.e. they are local to each node).
We have measured experimentally that 80% to 90% of the IS were transformed with
IS removal. Starting from the assumption that the ISR gives a poor estimation of the
inconsistencies of the formulas, we have proposed an alternative treatment which gives a
more accurate LB estimation at the cost of a more time-consuming treatment [3]. We
have replaced the temporary removal by the max-resolution based treatment, but instead
of keeping the changes in the sub-tree, we restore the changes before the next decision.
This way, the estimation of the inconsistencies made at each node might be better. The
increase in the size of the formula will be limited and it will not hamper the detection of
inconsistencies in lower nodes, since the changes are undone before each new decision. We
call this new treatment method local max-resolution. The following example illustrates the
effect of each method of dealing with IS.
Example 7. Let us suppose that we are at the level g of the search tree, and the current
unweighted CNF formula is Φ3 = {c1 , . . . , c14 } with c1 = {x1 }, c2 = {x1 , x4 }, c3 = {x1 , x5 },
c4 = {x4 , x7 }, c5 = {x5 , x7 }, c6 = {x2 }, c7 = {x2 , x4 }, c8 = {x3 }, c9 = {x3 , x5 }, c10 =
{x3 , x6 }, c11 = {x6 , x7 }, c12 = {x2 , x8 , x3 }, c13 = {x2 , x8 , x9 } and c14 = {x2 , x9 }.
a) Temporary Removal: The application of SUP* on Φ3 leads to the following ordered
propagation queue: hx1 @c1 , x4 @c2 , x5 @c3 , x7 @c5 i (meaning x1 is propagated by unit clause
c1 , then x4 by c2 , etc.). At this point, clause c5 is empty. The implication graph corresponding to this situation is shown in Fig. 8a. The IS corresponding to this conflict is
{c1 , c2 , c3 , c4 , c5 }. If we remove this subset from Φ3 , we obtain Φ03 = {, c6 , . . . , c14 } and all
the propagated assignments are undone.
The treatment of the remaining unit clauses leads to the following assignment: hx2 @c6 ,
x4 @c7 , x9 @c14 , x3 @c8 , x5 @c9 , x6 @c10 , x7 @c11 , x8 @c13 i. At this point, no empty clause has
been found and there are no more unit clauses to propagate (see Fig. 8b). Then we go to
the next decision level g + 1. The removed clauses are restored, the propagations undone
and a new decision x8 = true is made. As previously, the variables hx1 @c1 , x4 @c2 , x5 @c3 ,
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Figure 8: Implication graphs for each formula of the Example 7.
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Figure 9: Max-resolution steps applied on the IS {c1 , c2 , c3 , c4 , c5 } of the formula Φ3 in
Example 7.

x7 @c5 i are propagated, making c5 empty (Fig. 8a), and we obtain Φ03 after removing the
corresponding IS. Then we keep applying unit propagation: hx2 @c6 , x4 @c7 , x9 @c13 i making
c14 empty (Fig. 8c). The corresponding IS {c6 , c13 , c14 } is removed from the formula and
we obtain Φ003 = {, , c7 , . . . , c12 }.
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We continue applying unit propagation: hx3 @c8 , x2 @c12 , x5 @c9 , x6 @c10 , x4 @c7 , x7 @c11 i.
Formula Φ003 contains no more unit clauses (Fig. 8d), and we can go to the next decision.
The temporary removal of the IS detects one inconsistency at level g and two at level g + 1.
b) Sub-tree max-resolution: As in the previous example, the application of unit propagation on Φ3 leads to the following assignments hx1 @c1 , x4 @c2 , x5 @c3 , x7 @c5 i (Fig. 8a).
The clause c5 is empty, and the IS {c1 , c2 , c3 , c4 , c5 } can be processed. The application of
the max-resolution based rule removes the clauses of the IS from the formula and adds
an empty clause (the resolvent) and the following compensation clauses to the formula:
c15 = {x4 , x5 , x7 }, c16 = {x4 , x5 , x7 }, c17 = {x1 , x4 , x5 } and c18 = {x1 , x4 , x5 }. Fig. 9
shows the max-resolution steps applied during this transformation. We obtain the formula
(3)
Φ3 = {, c6 , . . . , c18 }.
The propagations are undone and the treatment of the remaining unit clauses leads
to the assignment hx2 @c6 , x4 @c7 , x9 @c14 , x3 @c8 , x5 @c9 , x6 @c10 , x7 @c15 i. At this point, the
clause c11 is empty (Fig. 8e). The application of the sub-tree max-resolution removes the
clauses of the IS {c6 , c7 , c8 , c9 , c10 , c11 , c15 } from the formula and adds an empty clause
(the resolvent) and the compensation clauses c19 = {x4 , x5 , x6 , x7 }, c20 = {x5 , x6 , x7 },
c21 = {x4 , x5 , x6 , x7 }, c22 = {x3 , x4 , x5 , x6 }, c23 = {x3 , x4 , x5 , x6 }, c24 = {x3 , x5 , x6 }, c25 =
(4)
{x3 , x4 , x5 }, c26 = {x3 , x4 } and c27 = {x2 , x4 }. We obtain Φ3 = {, , c12 , . . . , c14 , c16 , . . . ,
c27 }. The propagations are undone and no more unit clauses remain.
At the next decision level g + 1, the formula transformations are kept and a new decision
x8 = true is made. The formula contains no unit clauses, thus the number of inconsistencies
stays unchanged (two). The max-resolution based transformation with changes kept in the
sub-tree detects two inconsistencies at level g and two at level g + 1.
c) Local max-resolution: As with the sub-tree max-resolution, two conflicts are detected at
(4)
level g and after the transformation we obtain the formula Φ3 = {, , c12 , . . . , c14 , c16 , . . . ,
c27 }. No more propagation can be made.
At the next decision level g + 1, the propagations are undone and the original formula
is restored. A new decision x8 = true is made. The first propagations made are similar to
the ones of the previous decision level: hx1 @c1 , x4 @c2 , x5 @c3 , x7 @c5 i (Fig. 8a). The same
conflict is detected, which leads to the same transformation of the formula. The clauses
c1 , c2 , c3 , c4 , c5 are removed from the formula and , c15 , c16 , c17 and c18 are added to form
(3)
Φ3 = {, c6 , . . . , c18 }.
The propagations are undone, and we can apply propagation again, leading to the
following assignments: hx2 @c6 , x4 @c7 , x9 @c13 i. At this point (Fig. 8c), the clause c14 is
empty. The application of the max-resolution rule removes the clauses c6 , c13 , c14 and adds
(5)
an empty clause  (no compensation clauses are added). The resulting formula is Φ3 =
{, , c7 , . . . , c12 , c15 , . . . , c18 }.
Again, the propagations are undone and we treat the remaining unit clauses: hx3 @c8 ,
x5 @c9 , x6 @c10 , x2 @c12 , x7 @c11 , x4 @c7 i. The clause c15 is empty (Fig. 8f), and we apply
the max-resolution based rule to the corresponding IS {c7 , . . . , c12 , c15 }. These clauses
are removed, while an empty clause  and the following compensation clauses are added
c28 = {x2 , x4 , x5 , x7 }, c29 = {x2 , x4 , x5 , x7 }, c30 = {x2 , x4 , x7 }, c31 = {x2 , x5 , x6 , x7 },
c32 = {x2 , x5 , x6 , x7 }, c33 = {x5 , x6 , x7 }, c34 = {x2 , x3 , x5 , x6 }, c35 = {x2 , x3 , x5 , x6 }, c36 =
(6)
{x2 , x3 , x6 } and c37 = {x3 , x5 , x6 , x8 }. We obtain Φ3 = {, , , c16 , . . . , c18 , c28 , . . . , c37 }.
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No more propagations are possible. The local max-resolution allows to detect two inconsistencies at level g and three at level g + 1.
To conclude the example, the local max-resolution detects one more inconsistency than
the temporary removal at levels g and g + 1 and one more than the sub-tree max-resolution
at level g + 1.
4.5 Overview of ahmaxsat
In the remaining of this section, we give an overview of our solver ahmaxsat. Its general
structure is similar to the one presented in Algorithm 1. It explores the whole search tree.
At each node, it computes the LB and compares it to the UB to decide if it is worth
exploring the current branch. As seen previously, ahmaxsat main particularities lie in the
LB computation method. We describe this part below, with an emphasis on the interactions
between the different methods used. We also detail how it uses HUP, PL and DUC to extend
the assignment as well as its branching heuristic.
4.5.1 Inference Rules to Extend the Current Assignment
ahmaxsat uses at each node of the search tree the inference rules presented in Section 3
to extend the assignment. Contrary to the existing solvers (e.g. wmaxsatz, akmaxsat)
which apply these rules only once before computing the LB, ahmaxsat dynamically applies
HUP, PL and DUC during the LB computation. This way, variable values may be fixed
higher in the search tree than in other solvers. Moreover, assigning more variables will
reduce clauses which can be used by SUP and FL to detect IS. Thus, the LB estimation
may be more accurate. Note that ahmaxsat
uses the MPS scheme to apply dynamically
P
HUP. If a literal li is such that LB + cj =({li },wj ) wj ≥ U B (where the cj are the “real”
propagation sources of li ), then li can be fixed to true by the HUP rule.
4.5.2 Lower bound computation
The lower bound computation function used by ahmaxsat is presented in Algorithm 2.
It starts by trying to extend the current assignment I with the inference rules HUP, PL
and DUC (line 5). Then, iteratively, it applies SUP∗ with the MPS scheme and applies a
treatment to the detected IS (lines 7-10). At this point, SUP∗ cannot detect any conflict.
The algorithm selects an unassigned variable from the candidate list (lines 12-13). It tries
to detect IS by SUP∗ and transforms them (lines 14-17) until saturation. If IS have been
detected in Φ|I∪{l} , then their treatments have added new clauses which are unit under the
assignment I. In this case, the algorithm goes back to the application of SUP∗ (line 7).
Otherwise, it selects a new unassigned variable and applies FL (line 12). If the algorithm
has applied FL to all the candidate variables without generating new unit clauses, it goes
back to line 4 and checks if the assignment I can be extended again thanks to the inference
rules. This whole process is iterated until no more conflict can be detected by SUP∗ , no
more FL candidate remains and no more assignment extension can be made. The algorithm
computes the LB value by counting the sum of the weights of the falsified clauses of the
formula and it undoes the local transformations (lines 21-22).
The following functions are used by the algorithm. apply HUP PL DUC() checks for each
unassigned variable if one of the three inference rules HUP, PL and DUC can be applied.
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Algorithm 2: ahmaxsat LB computation
Data: A CNF formula Φ defined on a set of Boolean variables X and a partial assignment I.
Result: The transformed formula Φ and a positive integer LB.
1
2
3
4

5
6

7
8
9
10

11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

begin
FL candidate ← X \ I;
repeat
Φ0 ← Φ;
// Inference rules to extend the assignment
I ← apply HUP PL DUC(Φ, X \ I);
repeat
// IS detection by SUP∗
G = (V, A) ← SUP∗ (Φ|I );
while  ∈ V do
Φ ← analyze and treat conflict(Φ, G = (V, A));
G = (V, A) ← SUP∗ (Φ|I );
// Here SUP is saturated, we apply FL
repeat
x ← FL candidate;
l ← literal of x which appear the most in binary clauses;
G = (V, A) ← SUP∗ (Φ|I∪{l} );
while  ∈ V do
Φ ← analyze and treat conflict(Φ, G = (V, A));
G = (V, A) ← SUP∗ (Φ|I∪{l} );
until (Φ|I contains unit clauses) or (FL candidate = ∅);
until Φ|I does not contains unit clauses;
until Φ|IP= Φ0 |I ;
LB ←
cj =∈Φ|I wj ;
Φ ← undo local changes(Φ);
return (Φ, LB);

Algorithm 3: ahmaxsat conflict treatment
Data: A CNF formula Φ and a conflicting full implication graph G = (V, A).
Result: The transformed formula Φ.
1
2
3
4
5
6

begin
G0 = (V 0 , A0 ) ← full implication graph to implication graph(G);
S ← build order(G0 );
(ψst , ψtmp ) ← detect patterns(G0 );
Φ ← apply max resolution(Φ,G0 ,S,ψst ,ψtmp );
return Φ;
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If so, it updates the assignment I. SUP∗ () applies simulated unit propagation with two
separated queues as described in Section 3 and with the MPS scheme. When it detects a
conflict or no more unit clauses remain, it returns the full implication graph. The function
analyze and treat conflict() is described below. undo local changes() simply undoes
the transformations marked as local and returns the modified formula.
The function analyze and treat conflict() (Algorithm 3) takes two parameters: the
formula Φ and a conflicting full implication graph. It first converts the full implication graph
G into a normal implication graph G0 by choosing for each propagated variable participating in the conflict a single propagation source according to the SIS heuristic described in
Section 4.1 (line 2). Then it computes the sequence S of the max-resolution steps according
to the SIR heuristic presented in Section 4.2 (line 3). It analyzes the implication graph G0
and separates the IS in two parts: the one matching the patterns P3 and/or one of the
2-3t -4t -5t -UCS, ψst , and the other part ψtmp . Finally, it transforms the clauses of the IS by
applying max-resolution steps according to the sequence S. The transformations are stored
in two separated queues, one for the local changes (which are restored at the end of the
lower bound computation) and one for the sub-tree changes (which are restored during the
backtracks). The transformations of the clauses of ψtmp are kept in the first queue while
the transformation of the ones of ψst are stored in the second queue. The function returns
the transformed formula.
4.5.3 Branching Heuristic
ahmaxsat branching heuristic is close to the one of wmaxsatz. It chooses the unassigned
variable which maximizes:
score(xi ) = lscore(xi ) ∗ lscore(xi ) + lscore(xi ) + lscore(xi )
with
lscore(li ) = 2 ∗

X

wj + 4 ∗

cj | li ∈cj
and |cj |=1

X

wj + 1 ∗

cj | li ∈cj
and |cj |=2

X

wj

cj | li ∈cj
and |cj |=3

The value given to the chosen variable xi depends on the lscore() values of its literals. If
lscore(xi ) ≥ lscore(xi ) then xi is set to true otherwise it is set to false.
4.5.4 Hard Clauses Handling
Except the hard unit propagation inference rule, our solver does not apply any particular
treatment on hard clauses. Its behavior on the hard part of the instances can be compared
to the one of a classical DPLL solver: it explores the search tree by using (hard) unit propagation to extend the current assignment. When a conflict is detected, a simple backtrack is
performed. Note that unsatisfiable formulas are detected when the optimum value obtained
is greater than the sum of the soft clause weights.
On partial instances, it would probably be beneficial for ahmaxsat performance to
integrate some recent SAT solving techniques. Among the methods which could be applied
in a BnB Max-SAT solver, we can cite clause learning, backjumping and activity-based
branching heuristic [20, 41]. These methods, which are used in conflict driven clause learning
solvers (CDCL), have shown their efficiency for solving SAT crafted and industrial instances.
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To the best of our knowledge, no recent BnB solver for Max-SAT includes such techniques
(except MiniMaxSat [20, 53], which is build on top of the CDCL solver MiniSAT). We
plan to incorporate them in ahmaxsat in a near future.

5. Experimental Study
We present in this section the results of the experimental study we have performed. This
study is divided into two parts. In the first part, we evaluate the impact on our solver of the
components presented in Section 4 (except the multiple propagation source scheme). The
second part is dedicated to the comparison of ahmaxsat with some of the best performing
complete Max-SAT solvers.
Instance Sets We use in this experimental study two sets of instances. The first one
is composed of all the 1776 random and crafted instances of the Max-SAT Evaluation
2014 (MSE 2014) benchmark. These instances are divided into three categories: Max-SAT
(ms), partial Max-SAT (pms) and weighted partial Max-SAT (wpms). Note that we do
not include industrial instances. Existing branch and bound solvers (including ours and
except MiniMaxSat) are notoriously inefficient on these instances. Most of them rely on
statically allocated data structures and thus they are not designed to handle such huge
instances. Even when they do, their performance are poor compared to the ones of the
iterative SAT based solvers1. . In our opinion, this is mainly due to their inability to exploit
the structural properties of the instances to guide the exploration of the search space. For
these reasons, we do not include any industrial instance in the experiments presented below.
More than 80% of the random and crafted instances of the Max-SAT Evaluation 2014 are
treated successfully by current best performing BnB solvers. The remaining 20% are very
hard, and even with a cutoff extended to 7200 seconds, only a handful of them are solved.
To strengthen the comparison between solvers, we have generated max2sat and max3sat
random instances, both unweighted and weighted2.3. . We have increased progressively the
number of variables and clauses of the instances of the MSE 2014 until reaching the limits
of the current solvers (i.e. when no instance is solved by any solver). It gives us 3000
instances with a number of variables and clauses varying respectively from 120 to 200 and
from 1200 to 2600 for the max2sat ones and respectively from 70 to 110 and from 700 to
1500 for the max3sat ones. We have also generated maxcut crafted instances using the same
methodology. The number of variables and clauses of these last instances varies from 140
to 220 and from 1200 to 1600. We have not found any instance generator which produces
partial Max-SAT instances.
Experimental Protocol All the experiments are performed on machines equipped with
Intel Xeon 2.4 Ghz processors and 24 Gb of RAM and running under a GNU/Linux operating system. The cutoff time is fixed to 1800 seconds per instance and the maximum
amount of memory available for each solver is limited to 3.5 Gb. Note that these values are
similar to the ones used in the Max-SAT Evaluation.
1. See for instance the Max-SAT Evaluation 2014 results available from
http://www.maxsat.udl.cat/14/results
2. The generators are available from http://web.udl.es/usuaris/m4372594/jair-generators
3. The generated instances are available from http://www.lsis.org/habetd/Djamal_Habet/MaxSAT.html
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Our solver ahmaxsat4. is implemented from scratch in C, and compiled with gcc. The
variant of ahmaxsat presented in this paper is numbered 1.68 while the ones presented
to the Max-SAT Evaluation 2013 and 2014 are numbered 1.16 and 1.55, respectively. ahmaxsat 1.16 included early versions of the multiple propagation source scheme and of the
local max-resolution treatment. Since then, we have rewritten almost entirely our solver.
The version 1.55 also includes the two other components presented in this paper: the SIR
heuristic and the UCS extended learning scheme. Changes brought by the 1.68 version over
the 1.55 one are rather small : some limited code rewriting and memory optimization. Figure 10 compares the number of solved instances and the cumulative solving time of these
three versions on the MSE 2014 instances. It shows that the performance gap between
versions 1.16 and 1.55 is huge. Thanks to the memory optimization, version 1.68 solves few
more instances than the 1.55 one but their performance on the majority of the benchmark
instances are similar.
1800
1600

solving time

1400

ahmaxsat 1.68
ahmaxsat 1.55
ahmaxsat 1.16

1200
1000
800
600
400
200
0
400

600

800

1000

1200

1400

number of solved instances

Figure 10: Comparison of the cumulative run times of the different ahmaxsat versions on
the random and crafted instances of the Max-SAT Evaluation 2014.

5.1 Impact of ahmaxsat Components
We first study the impact of the new components of ahmaxsat on its behavior. We consider
five variants of our solver:
• ahmaxsat-all includes all the components presented in Section 4.
• ahmaxsat-ucs+mrl includes the unit clauses subset extended learning scheme and
the local max-resolution treatment but not the SIR heuristic.
• ahmaxsat-mrl+sir includes the local max-resolution treatment and the SIR heuristic but not the unit clause subsets extended learning scheme.
• ahmaxsat-ucs+sir includes the unit clauses subset extended learning scheme and
the SIR heuristic but not the local max-resolution treatment.
• ahmaxsat-none includes neither the local max-resolution treatment, nor the unit
clauses subset extended learning scheme nor the SIR heuristic.
Note that all these variants include the multiple propagation source scheme as well as
the SIS heuristic. The propagation scheme is a core component of our solver, and many data
4. The version 1.55 of ahmaxsat is available from
http://www.lsis.org/habetd/Djamal_Habet/MaxSAT.html
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structures depend on it. Implementing a variant which uses the first predecessor scheme
would have required important changes in the core structure of ahmaxsat. Moreover,
the performance of such a variant would highly depend on the amount of time spent on
optimizing it. Thus, we do not present such a variant in this paper. Interested readers can
refer to the empirical evaluation of the multiple propagation source scheme presented in [4].
The results obtained by the variants of ahmaxsat on the MSE 2014 instances are
presented in Table 1. For each variant, the number of solved instances is given with in
brackets the average solving time. We can first observe that on the whole benchmark, the
variant including all the novel components solves more instances in a lower average solving
time than the other variants. Especially, ahmaxsat-all solves respectively 34, 2, 49 and
51 instances more than ahmaxsat-ucs+mrl, ahmaxsat-mrl+sir, ahmaxsat-ucs+sir
and ahmaxsat-none. The average solving time is reduced by respectively 9.1%, 10.2%,
33.9% and 41.2%. Figures 11 and 12 compare for each instance respectively the solving
time and the number of nodes of ahmaxsat-all with the ones of the other variants. It
shows that the variant ahmaxsat-all explores less nodes than ahmaxsat-none one on
almost all the benchmark instances (Figure 11d). Consequently, the solving time is reduced
on large majority of them (Figure 12d). Let us now discuss the impact of each component
on ahmaxsat behavior and the interactions between them.
Local Max-resolution The transformations of inconsistent subsets (IS) which do not
match the learning criteria by local max-resolution improves the quality of the lower bound
estimation and thus the number of explored nodes is reduced on almost every instance of the
benchmark (Figure 11c). The impact of this improvement on the solving time is partially
compensated by the computational overhead induced by the intensive application of the
max-resolution rule and by the increased number of propagation steps performed and IS
detected at each node. Nevertheless, the solving time is reduced on a large majority of the
benchmark instances (Figure 12c). On the whole benchmark, it is reduced by more than
30% (Table 1, ahmaxsat-all vs. ahmaxsat-ucs+sir).
If we look at the results for each instance classes, we can observe some disparities.
The variants using the local max-resolution transformation (ahmaxsat-all, ahmaxsatucs+mrl and ahmaxsat-mrl+sir) are better on almost all the unweighted instances (ms
and pms lines). The results are more mixed on weighted instances (wpms lines). The
variants without local max-resolution (ahmaxsat-ucs+sir and ahmaxsat-none) give
significantly better results on several of these instance classes.
Both the SIR heuristic and the UCS learning scheme impact the efficiency of local
max-resolution. The reduction of the number and sizes of the compensation clauses reduces the time dedicated to the application of the max-resolution rule. Similarly, extending
the amount of learning performed reduces the redundancy in the IS detection and transformation. In both cases, it reduces the time overhead due to the application of local
max-resolution.
SIR heuristic The SIR heuristic reduces the number and sizes of the added compensation clauses by in average respectively 30% and 20% (detailed results are not presented
in this paper). It has two effects on the solver behavior. The first one is straightforward:
smaller formula induces a faster exploration of the search tree and thus a reduction of the
solving time. The second effect is due to the reduction of the compensation clause sizes,
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Table 1: Results of the ahmaxsat variants on the random and crafted MSE 2014 instances.
For each variant, the number of solved instances is given with in brackets the average solving
time.

random

wpms
crafted

random

pms
crafted

ms
random crafted

Instance classes

#

all
bipartite 100 100(90.74)
maxcut 67
56(44.72)
set-covering 10
0(-)
highgirth 82
7(1165.99)
max2sat 100 100(89.51)
max3sat 100 100(231.18)
min2sat 96
96(2.56)

frb
job-shop
maxclique
maxone
min-enc/kbtree
pseudo/miplib
reversi
scheduling
min2sat
min3sat
pmax2sat
pmax3sat/hi
auction
CSG
frb
min-enc
pseudo/miplib
ramsey
random-net
set-covering
wmaxcut
wmax2sat
wmax3sat
wpmax2sat
wpmax3sat/hi

ucs+mrl
100(101.07)
56(51.12)
0(-)
6(1238.03)
100(115.38)
100(265.93)
96(2.89)

ahmaxsat
mrl+sir
ucs+sir
none
100(95.28) 99(373.15) 99(392.22)
56(63.14)
55(43.12)
55(46.65)
0(-)
0(-)
0(-)
7(1139.55) 7(1140.87) 7(1152.51)
100(107.7) 100(207.54) 100(256.97)
100(284.85) 100(248.6) 100(308.93)
96(2.66)
96(13.56)
96(13.7)

25
5(154.16)
5(156.64)
5(333.46)
3
0(-)
0(-)
0(-)
158 133(30.24) 132(18.84) 133(28.7)
140 109(50.13) 108(44.77) 109(60.77)
42 34(476.23) 24(599.54) 34(500.82)
4
2(0.02)
2(0.02)
2(0.02)
44
8(129.24)
7(147.29) 8(129.95)
5
0(-)
0(-)
0(-)
60
58(186.84) 55(168.83) 58(184.23)
60 58(249.93) 58(311.65) 58(262.63)
60
60(3.18)
60(4.36)
60(3.49)
30
30(60.08)
30(67.17)
30(65.05)

5(167.57)
0(-)
132(20.29)
110(58.78)
15(718.06)
2(0.03)
7(122.12)
0(-)
44(515.6)
52(436.26)
60(3.88)
30(68.91)

40
40(115.49) 40(141.31)
10
4(452.34)
4(435.81)
34
14(58.74)
14(64.27)
74 64(108.83) 63(125.53)
12
4(158.77)
4(306.37)
15
4(44.79)
4(43.48)
32
3(572.45)
2(541.23)
45
25(46.41)
10(136.6)
48
46(49.41)
46(54.37)
120 120(45.45) 120(57.32)
40
40(99.52)
40(117.27)
90
90(5.52)
90(7.5)
30
30(84.09)
30(103.59)

40(90.56)
40(98.99)
4(434.74)
4(447.9)
14(68.1)
14(142.3)
58(10.05)
58(9.97)
4(293.32)
4(290.82)
5(341.53)
5(344.78)
3(498.58)
0(-)
25(100.62) 25(100.85)
44(38.9)
44(61.39)
120(161.24) 119(196.89)
40(74.27)
40(91.86)
90(5.76)
90(6.44)
30(63.61)
30(72.14)

40(123.48)
4(432.44)
14(128.57)
64(109.06)
4(159.4)
4(44.17)
1(1069.46)
25(42.31)
46(85.89)
120(51.58)
40(115.25)
90(5.87)
30(88.38)

5(383.66)
0(-)
133(35.84)
111(64.43)
14(728.78)
2(0.03)
7(138.47)
0(-)
44(518.18)
53(464.04)
60(4.6)
30(81.02)

Overall 1776 1440(96.87) 1406(106.6) 1438(107.88) 1391(146.47) 1389(164.69)
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Figure 11: Comparison of the number of nodes explored by the ahmaxsat variants. Each
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which improves the capability of unit propagation to detect IS. The quality of the lower
bound estimation is improved, and thus ahmaxsat explores less nodes of the search tree
(Figure 11a). The combination of these two effects reduces the solving time of our solver
by in average 9.1%.
One can note that the improvement brought by the SIR heuristic is relatively homogeneous. On almost all the instance classes, the performance of ahmaxsat are improved by
the SIR heuristic (Table 1, ahmaxsat-all vs. ahmaxsat-ucs+mlr). This observation is
confirmed by the solving time comparison instance per instance (Figure 12a). These results
show that the impact of the SIR heuristic on the solver behavior is not significantly affected
by the discrepancies (in structure, weight or hard/soft clauses) between the instance classes.
Obviously, there is a strong correlation between the frequency of application of the maxresolution rule and the impact of the SIR heuristic on the solver performance. The SIR
heuristic shows its full worth only in combination with local max-resolution. Without it,
very few max-resolution transformations are performed and the effect of the SIR heuristic
is marginal. Conversely, the UCS learning scheme reduces the redundancy in the LB computation, thus less max-resolution transformations are performed and the effect of the SIR
heuristic on the solver performance decreases slightly.
Extended Learning Scheme The UCS learning scheme reduces the redundancy in the
lower bound computation, thus the time spent on each node of the search tree is reduced. It
also lets more unit clauses available for applying unit propagation. More IS are detected at
each node and the LB estimation quality is improved. Thus, the number of explored nodes
is slightly reduced (Figure 11a). These two effects combined led to a significant reduction
of the average solving time by 10.2%.
However, we can observe variations in these results both from the instance per instance
solving time comparison (Figure 12a) and from the detailed results (Table 1, ahmaxsatall vs. ahmaxsat-mlr+sir). On some instance classes (e.g. wpms/crafted/ramsey or
wpms/crafted/random-net), UCS are frequently found and the performance are drastically
improved. On other instance classes, there is a moderate improvement and even a slight
performance loss in some cases.
It should be noted that local max-resolution does not impact significantly the behavior
of the extended learning scheme. Conversely, the small compensation clauses produced with
the SIR heuristic are more likely to appear in UCS patterns, and thus it increases slightly
the amount of learning performed with the UCS-based scheme.
5.2 ahmaxsat vs. State of the Art
In the second part of this experimental evaluation, we compare two variants of our solver
(the one including all the novel components, ahmaxsat-all, and the one which does not
include any of them, ahmaxsat-none) to some of the best performing complete solvers.
We consider the BnB solvers MiniMaxSat [26, 27], two variants of maxsatz [37, 40]
(wmaxsatz 2009 and wmaxsatz 2013) and akmaxsat [33]. All have been regularly well
ranked during the previous Max-SAT evaluations5. . We also include in this experiment
three iterative SAT solvers, maxHS [17, 18, 19], eva500 [47] and open-wbo [44], and
5. Results are available at http://www.maxsat.udl.cat
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two solvers based on reformulation in integer linear programming (ILP), ilp-2013 [10] and
scip-maxsat [7]. All these solvers were ranked in the top three on some of the categories
of the Max-SAT Evaluation 2014.
5.2.1 MSE 2014 Benchmark
We have run all the solvers on the MSE 2014 random and crafted instances. Results are
presented in Table 2, which gives for each solver the number of solved instances and in
bracket the average solving time. For each instance class, the best result is presented in
bold and the best result among the BnB solvers is underlined.
We can observe that on the whole benchmark, BnB solvers solve more instances than the
iterative SAT and ILP-based solvers. They clearly dominate the random instance classes as
well as the unweighted, non-partial crafted one. The results are more mixed on the partial
crafted (unweighted and weighted) instances, where non-BnB solvers give better results on
the majority of the instance classes. It should be noted however that even on these instance
classes, BnB solvers perform honorably and the number of instances they solve is not very
far from the ones of the non-BnB solvers. Conversely, non-BnB solvers manage to solve
only few random instances, which explains the broad difference in the overall results.
The mixed performance of BnB solvers on partial crafted instances may be due to
their inefficiency on the partial part of the instances. The difficulty of the majority of the
instances from the partial crafted (unweighted and weighted) classes lies in their hard part
rather than in their soft one. Thus, to be efficient on such instances, solvers must be able
to quickly walk through the assignment satisfying the hard part of the instances. In order
to do so, BnB solvers should use recent SAT solving techniques such as clause learning,
backjumping or activity-based branching heuristics. To the best of our knowledge, the BnB
solvers considered in this paper do not implement such methods (except MiniMaxSat
which is build on top of the SAT solver minisat [20, 53]).
Figure 13a shows the cumulative run-time of the solver of the whole benchmark. We can
see that our solver ahmaxsat-all is the more efficient, followed by the other BnB solvers.
We also add in this figure ahmaxsat-ls and ccls to akmaxsat which are variants of
ahmaxsat and akmaxsat enhanced with a pre-processing phase where a local search
algorithm is used to compute the first UB value. ahmaxsat-ls uses the local search solver
ubcsat [55] while ccls to akmaxsat uses ccls [15]. One can note that these variants
are slightly faster than the respective original solvers. However, if ccls to akmaxsat
manages to solve more instances than akmaxsat, it is not the case of ahmaxsat-ls. This
may be due to slight changes in the branching orders induced by the new UB values.
On the crafted instances (Figure 13b), the BnB solver MiniMaxSat solves slightly more
instances than ahmaxsat-all even if its solving time is higher. The next best performing
solvers are wmaxsatz 2013 followed by the two ILP-based solvers ilp-2013 and scipmaxsat. Random instances are dominated by the BnB solvers (Figure 13c). Our solver is
the more efficient, followed by akmaxsat, wmaxsatz 2013 and wmaxsatz 2009. One can
note that MiniMaxSat performs poorly on the random instances compared to the other
BnB solvers.
These results are in sync with the ones of the MSE 2014. Branch and bound solvers
dominate the random and non-partial crafted categories while ILP-based solvers dominate
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Instance classes
bipartite
maxcut
set-covering
highgirth
max2sat
max3sat
min2sat

random
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Table 2: Solver results on the random and crafted instances of the Max-SAT Evaluation 2014. For each solver, the number of
solved instances is given with in brackets the average solving time.
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Figure 13: Comparison of the cumulative solving time of the solvers on the MSE 2014
benchmark.
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the partial-crafted ones. The iterative SAT solvers, which show mixed results in this study,
usually dominate the industrial instance categories which are not considered here.
If we consider only the BnB solvers, we can see (Table 2) that the two variants of
ahmaxsat solve more instances than any of the other compared solvers. The next best
performing solver is wmaxsatz 2013, which solves 105 instances less than ahmaxsat-all.
Then come akmaxsat, wmaxsatz 2009 and MiniMaxSat which solve respectively 137,
151 and 402 less instances than ahmaxsat-all. If we consider the average solving time
on the whole benchmark, ahmaxsat-none, wmaxsatz 2013, akmaxsat, wmaxsatz 2009
and MiniMaxSat are respectively 70%, 41%, 23%, 104% and 157% slower than ahmaxsatall.
We can observe some specificities among these solvers. wmaxsatz 2009 is globally
efficient, without clearly dominating the other solvers on any instance category. wmaxsatz
2013 is also well balanced. It dominates other solvers on random partial max-3sat instance
and performs honorably on crafted ones. akmaxsat performs well on non-partial random
instances, especially on the max3sat ones. But it seems less competitive on (weighted)
partial random instances and on crafted ones. MiniMaxSat is efficient on structured
instances and especially on partial ones, but it is not competitive on random instances.
5.2.2 Extended Benchmark
We have tested the BnB solvers on the generated instances described above. The results
are presented in Table 3. Our solver ahmaxsat-all is the most efficient, with 2472 instances solved over 4350. It is followed by akmaxsat which solves 63 instances less. Then
come maxsatz2013, ahmaxsat-none, wmaxsatz2009 and MiniMaxSat with respectively 603, 778, 907 and 2070 less instances solved than ahmaxsat-all. One can note that
ahmaxsat-all is significantly more efficient than the other solvers on random/max2sat
instances (both unweighted and weighted) as well as on the crafted/maxcut ones. However
it solves less random/max3sat instances than akmaxsat.
Figure 14 shows the cumulative run-time of each of the tested solvers. It shows that
our solver is closely followed by akmaxsat, while wmaxsatz 2013, ahmaxsat-none and
wmaxsatz 2009 are significantly less efficient. It also confirms the lack of efficiency of
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Table 3: Results of ahmaxsat-all, MiniMaxSat, wmaxsatz 2009, wmaxsatz 2013,
akmaxsat and ahmaxsat-none on the generated instances. For each solver, the number
of solved instances is given with in brackets the average solving time.
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MiniMaxSat on random instances. The scatter plots presented in Figure 15 compare
instance per instance the solving time of ahmaxsat-all with the ones of the other solvers.
It shows that ahmaxsat-all is more efficient than wmaxsatz 2009 and MiniMaxSat on
almost every instances and than akmaxsat and wmaxsatz 2013 on the majority of them.
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Figure 14: Comparison of the solver cumulative run times on the new generated instances.
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6. Conclusion
We have given in this paper an overview of our solver ahmaxsat which was ranked first
in three of the nine categories of the Max-SAT Evaluation 2014. We have described the
four main original components it includes and we have shown how they are used together in
its LB estimation procedure. We have also given some other details such as the branching
heuristic of ahmaxsat or the way it implements the failed literals mechanism.
The results of the experimental evaluation we have conducted confirm the ones of the
Max-SAT Evaluation 2014 and show that ahmaxsat is more efficient than the existing BnB
Max-SAT solvers on a large panel of the considered instances. Especially, our solver is very
efficient on unweighted random max2sat and crafted instances (non-partial and partial).
Even if BnB solvers perform well on random and some crafted instances compared to the
other kind of Max-SAT solvers, they are outperformed on structured (industrial and some
crafted) instances. One possible way to improve BnB solvers on structured instances would
be to increase the amount of learning by keeping some of the transformations performed
during the LB computation in the upper nodes of the search tree. In order to do so, we
have analyzed and characterized in a recent work the impact of the max-resolution rule on
the unit propagation process efficiency [6]. We will continue in this direction in the future.
We will also study the impact of the new learned information on the formula size and try
to exploit it in designing new branching heuristics.
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